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NEW QUESTION: 1
You must create a high Availability deployment with two
FortiWebs in Amazon Services (AWS): each on different
Availability Zones(AZ) from the same region. At the same time,
each FortiWeb should be able to deliver content from the Web
server of both of the AZs. Which deployment would will this
requirement?
A. Use AWS Elastic load Balancer (ELB) for both FortiWebs in
standdone mode and the internal Web servers in an ELB sandwich.
B. Use AWS Router 53 to load balance FortiWebs in standone mode
and use AWS Virtual private Cloud (VPC) peering to load balance
the internal Web servers.
C. Configure the FortiWebs Active-Active Ha mode and use AWS
Router 53 load Router balance the internal Web servers.
D. Configure the FortiWebs in Active-Active HA mode and use AWS

Elastic load Balancer (ELB) for the internal Web servers.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
https://www.fortinet.com/content/dam/fortinet/assets/solution-g
uides/sb-aws-automatically-scale-cloud-security.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following is the main control board of MCU8650C?
A. GCCC
B. GCCX
C. GCCA
D. GCCB
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is Dumpster Diving?
A. Performing media analysis
B. Going through dust bin
C. performing forensics on the deleted items
D. Running through another person's garbage for discarded
document, information and other various items that could be
used against that person or company
Answer: D
Explanation:
The answer : Running
through another person's garbage for discarded document,
information and other various items that could be used against
that person or company. Dumpster
diving is done with malicious intent. A synonym for Dumpster
Diving is Data Scavenging.
The following answers are incorrect:
Going through dust bin will not give you access to sensitive
information. It was not the best choice.
Performing forensics on the deleted items is related to data
remanence which means files were
not destroyed properly and they can be recovered using
specialized tools.
Performing media analysis is not related to going through
rubbish in a dumpster.
The following reference(s) were/was used to create this
question:
CISSP Summary 2002 by John Wallhoff

NEW QUESTION: 4
An engineer is using a predictive survey tool to estimate
placement of APs in a carpeted office space. Most interior

walls should be assigned which attenuation value?
A. 3 dB
B. 5 dB
C. 2 dB
D. 4 dB
Answer: A
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